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Constant craving
C lan Stewart described e: The
Story of a Number by Eli Maor
as "gently paced, elegantly
composed" ln New Scientist, l8
June 1994, p 43. So what's

this e then? Well, it's not a
f r ien d -to-the- U n ive rse d ru g, it's
a number, a constant as deeply
embedded in the world around
us as rs n. It describes the
shapes of spirals, volumes
shaped by curves and turn7 up
in logarithms, the interest on
your bank account. Try it.
Published by Princeton,
El 1.95, ISBN 0691058547.

Flutterby
) Want to tell a marbled
fritillary from a lesser marbled
fritillary, or an Eros blue from a
false Eros b/ue? Butterflies of
Britain & Europe,s the book to
tum to. A|most all of Europe's
400 butterflies are shown in an
impressive collection of 900
photographs, while Michael
Chinnery's text helps the
observer to separate similar
specles rn the field. Published

by HarperCol I i ns, EI 4'99,
tsBN 0002200597.

Where d'you get those eyes?
A Natural History of Vision by Nicholas Wade, MIT Press, [34'95/$55, ISBN 0262231948

FOR thousands of years, we have been fascinated
by how we see. But the study of vision, and
indeed the psychology of experiences in general,
is not like other sciences. Somehow, since we're
the people doing the seeing, it seems reasonable
that we should be able to understand a lot about
vision by reflecting carefully on what we see and
when we see it.

And A Natural History of Vision gives us just
that: a scholarly account of the observational
study of vision rather than a history of experi-
mental vision science. It spans 2500 years, stop-
ping at 1840, about the time that the study of
vision began to depend on instruments rather
than observations, and moved into labs.

Nicholas Wade has selected more than 800
short passages by authors from Hippocrates to
Helmholtz, describing their observations of visual
phenomena with the explanations of vision and
perception they suggested. For the specialist, it's
a fabulous source if you like a historical flavour to
start you thinking and writing. Here is, for
example, Avicenna from about 1020 AD: "They
are wrong who think that the act of seeing arises
from something that goes out from the eye to the
perceived object and collides with it. For if this
something be material the difficulty would be that
in the eye would have to be a body big enough to
spread over half the vault of the heaven."

Clear summaries introduce the issues in each
collection of readings; original illustrations, por-
traits of many of the authors and a fine index add
to the reader's pleasure. It is not narrative-
enjoying it does not lie in being told a story, but
in reading the original sources/ in putting the
pieces together yourself, in wondering whether

the same thoughts would have struck you. The
book is not a light read-I don't recommend it for
the beach. It is, nevertheless, full of fascination. n

Bob Kentridge is a lecturer in psychology at the
University of Durham
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Essential Clossics in Science brings you, Ior the first time in electronic
form, these seven mssterpieces of scientific literorure for only €19.95:

Chorfes Dorwin: Origin of Spxies; Alberr Einsbin: The Mioning of Relotivily; Michqel
Forodoy: The Chemicol History of o Condle; Chorles tyell: E/ements of Geology; Thomos
Mqlthus: An Essoy on the Principle of Populotion; Jomes Clerk Moxwell: Motter and Motion;
Affred Russef Wolloce: The Molay Archipelogo; with on introduction by John Gribbin.

These ore the full rexr versions, compleie ond unobridged, with oll footnotes, illustrotions ond refer-
ences. The poges hove the look qnd feel of o book-no messy computer script. The CD is fully
seorchqble-you con look for o reference ocross oll Z volumes simulioneously. lt olso hos lhousqnds
of click-on index ilems which toke you stroight to the poge contoining he reference. And if you
need o poper version you con print out poges or select text for posting into o word processor-ideol for
reseorch. The CD is truly multi.plotfiorm ond comes with reoders for Windows (3.1 , 95/98 ond NT1,
Apple Mocintrcsh ond Unix computers.-Reod ir likb o book, seorch ir like q dqlobose.

Essentiql Classics in Science Vol I costs €l 9.95 + t1 .95 postoge (UK), €3 (overseos). You con order
by port ielephone, fox or online, from our web site, with cheque or .iiit.ord. Credit cord orders musl
incfude cord number ond expiry dob (plus lssue number if Switch cord). Order your copy now.
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